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9.. Surprising apa-

9.1.. Introduction 

Inn this chapter I wil l discuss the use of the accented pronoun apa- with the conjunction -ma 
andd its Old and early Middle Hittite allophone -a403. A first step in understanding the purpose 
off  apa- with -al-ma is to understand how -al-ma functions in the discourse. The discussion 
thereforee starts with an overview of the different contexts in which this conjunction appears 
(9.1.1.),, followed by a discussion of apa- with -al-ma in view of the major functions of -al-
mama (sections 9.2, 9.3 and 9.4). The results are presented in 9.5. These results will be used to 
explainn some hitherto ambiguous occurrences oï apa- with -al-ma and some difficult texts. 

9.1.1.. The particle -ma I -a 

Riekenn 2000: 412ff. provides an overview of the different functions of -al-ma, mainly 
concentratingg on the development of its functions in Old Hittite. Since her perception of the 
functionss of -al-ma is important for the understanding of apa- with -al-ma, I will summarize 
herr findings and use her categorization as a basis for the discussion of apa- with -al-ma. 
Riekenn discerns three différents contexts in which -al-ma is used: 

(1)) In the earliest texts -al-ma is not a conjunction with sentence scope but a particle 
withh only word scope, and still without the adversative meaning which it later acquires. The 
particlee could be attached to a Topic (which is often the subject,, but sometimes also an object 
orr indirect object), or a Setting (an expression of location or time) (o.c. 414)405. In both cases 
thee word marked by -al-ma can be thought of as a new orientation in the discourse. An 
examplee of -al-ma as Topic shifting device is: 

9.11 KBo 17.1+ i 35'-36' (OS ritual, CTH 416), ed. Neu 1980a: 6 
LUGAL-usLUGAL-us ÉRlNMES-an IU-S[U alla]ppahhi MUNUS.LUGAL-assza lll-Su 

all[appahhi]all[appahhi] sauatarasza halzdi 

Thee alternation of -ma following vowels and logograms and -a following consonants is mentioned by 
Melchertt 1984: 30 with fn. 9, Garrett 1990: 18f. and Rieken 2000: 412. 

Thee work of Michael-David Meacham on -mal-a: A synchronic and Diachronic Functional Analysis of Hittite 
-ma,-ma, Ann Arbor 2001 was not available to me. 

Thee marking of a Topic and new Setting is also found in the CHD L-N, p. 96 sub d, 'marking anaphora (to 
resumee and more completely describe or define a word just mentioned; on the resuming word at the head of its 
clause)'' (I.e.). In all the examples cited in this section of the CHD, the resuming word is part of the Focus of 
thee preceding clause and is not expected to function as some Topic in the -ma clause. The preceding Sentence 
Topicc is always different, so -ma indicates a (temporary) Topic shift, a new starting point. 



Thee king spi[ts] thrice on the soldier and the queen sp[its] (on him) thrice. The 
hornblowerr calls. 

Ass a result of the general reorientating function -al-ma may also mark the boundary of a 
digressionn from the main story line (o.c. 415: "Einschub"). Such a digression often provides 
somee background information on a person or object in which the attention is temporarily 
directedd from the Discourse Topic to a Sub-Topic . Of these three sub-functions of marking 
aa reorientation —indication of a new Topic, a new Setting or a digression containing a Sub-
Topic—— only the new Topic and New Setting are found with pronominal apa- in my corpus 
(seee 9.2.). 

(2)) Already in Old Hittite the particle widened its scope to mark not only words that 
indicatee a new orientation in the discourse but also sentences, with the same function (o.c. 
416).. These sentences are usually a conditional, temporal or sometimes relative clause with 
conditionall  connotation (takku, man, nasma and ^/-clauses), with -al-ma generally attached 
too the second accented word 

9.22 KBo 3.22 rev. 76-78, with duplicate KUB 36.98b (OS 'building inscription', Anitta, 
CTHH l),ed.Neu 1974: 14-15 
766 man dppazma VKUNësa [uuan(un)] nu LÜ {3RVPurushanda kattizmmi 
[(pëhutenuri)][(pëhutenuri)] man tunnakisnazma paizzi ap[(as*a)] përazmmit kunnaz 
esariesari (end of text) 
Butt when I came back to Nesa, I brought the man of Purushanda with me. Now, when 
hee goes into the inner chamber, he sits before me at my right. 

(3)) The final stage in Old Hittite is reached when -al-ma has further evolved into a 
conjunctionn with contrastive meaning ("satzverbindende Adversativ-konjunktion", o.c. 417-
418)409.. 410 In that context it is often not possible to find any trace of its earlier reorientation 
markingg function. 

4066 The German translation "Der Hornist aber" does more justice to the use of -a. In English Topic shifts are not 
necessarilyy indicated. 

4077 This is described in the CHD L-N p. 96, c as 'marking an explanation or elaboration (which interrupts the 
normall  flow of the context)'. Here -ma is structuring the discourse, introducing an embedded discourse unit. 

4011 See also CHD L-N p. 94, b 2\ and p. 97f., f 2'. 
4099 According to Rieken 2000: 417 -al-ma acquired a contrastive meaning when for example a Topic marked by 
thee particle was semantically contrastive to an earlier Topic. Most examples from category (a) in the CHD L-N 
p.. 92 'marking the correlation of single words within adjacent clauses' belong to this type. The particle -ma is 
attachedd to a new entity, location or verb that is semantically related to its parallel in the preceding clause. It 
doess not continue a preceding Discourse Topic or Sentence Topic, but introduces a new Topic or Setting, 
contrastingg it with the previous topic in a parallel sentence. In all the cited examples the correlated clauses are 
similarr in syntax and semantics, so not only single words are correlated but also the clauses that contain them: 
thee narration is never pushed forward in these sequences. The correlated clause is not backgrounded or 
subordinatee to the first clause. Rather, the couple is a coordinate construction as I have described in Chapter 7 
forr the conjunction -ya 'and'. The two clauses form a single discourse unit with equal importance for both 
members.. One might as well describe the actions or states expressed in these clauses —lacking progress— as 
concurrentt (see also sub -ma, b 7', p. 93). 

4100 This function of -ma(/-a) is represented by the examples in the CHD L-N sub b. (1 ', 3 ', and 4') 'marking 
correlationn of clauses without focus on a particular pair of words' (o.c. 93). The second clause as a whole is 
oftenn contrasted with the first clause. Again, the conjunction -ma binds two clauses in a coordinate structure, 
functioningg as a unit on discourse level. In b. 1' the particle -ma is attached to the New (or Unexpected) Topic 
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9.33 KBo 17.43 i 11'-13'  (OS ritual, CTH *649), ed. Neu 1980a: 105 
LUGAL-// para l-Su paizzi dppagmazas?sta nêa ... paraz\m\acas paizzi 
Hee goes forward to the king once. But (then) he turns back (and strikes the archer (?) 
withh the water bag(?)). But (then) he goes forward (and strikes the performers). 

9.1.2.. The particle -ma I -a and apa-: preliminary discussion 

Thee three uses of -al-ma as a marker of a new orientation in the discourse with either word or 
clausee scope or as an adversative conjunction also occur with the anaphoric pronoun apa-. 
Thereforee Rieken's remark (2000: 416) that the marked constituent often contains new 
informationn should be refined. The use of -al-ma with an anaphoric pronoun, in this case 
apa-apa-yy is not marginal but occurs as often as apa- with -ya in my corpus. 

-al-ma -al-ma 
-ya -ya 

OS S 
9 9 
4 4 

MH/MS S 
14 4 
18 8 

NH H 
24 4 
35 5 

lateNH H 
13 3 
14 4 

Total l 
60 0 
71 1 

Tablee 9.1: Distribution of apa- with -alma 'but, while' and -ya 'and, also'. 

Onee of the functions of apa- with -al-ma follows from Rieken's description of the use of -al-
ma.ma. If the preceding Subject-Topic is replaced by a new Subject-Topic that is already salient 
inn the discourse, then the accented pronoun apa- may be used instead of a lexical noun phrase. 
Thee 'newness' is not connected with a new referent, but simply with a new pragmatic and/or 
syntacticc role. Thus, -al-ma marks a Topic shift (category (1), see also section 9.2.1.): 

9.44 IBoT 1.36 i 33-37 (MH/MS instruction, CTH 262), ed. Güterbock & Van den Hout 
1991:: 8-9 
manzanzza?kanmanzanzza?kan sëhunanzazpat tamdszi nza[s A]NA LVME$EDUTIM hümandas 

EGIR-flww huuai nuzssi kuis L[J[MESE]DI pirassit artari nuzssi tezzi 
DDVVGGkaltiiazuakaltiiazua kattan paimi a-pa-a-sa para dametani L^MESEDI tezzi a-pa-sa 
parapara LlJtarriianaUi tezzi 
Onlyy if a bodily urge bothers him, he wil l move behind all the guards. He will say to 
(onee of) the bodyguard(s) who stands before him: "I wil l go to the pot." He then 
(apas=a)(apas=a) tells (it) forth to another bodyguard, he then (apas=a) tells (it) forth to a 
mann of third rank. 

orr Setting. (Sections b. 3*  and 4' deal with the hosts nassu "or" and natta "not" respectively.) The few 
occurrencess of apa- with -ma in a coordinate structure are discussed in Chapter 7. See also section 9.4.1. 

Riekenn I.e. "Dementsprechend muB die Verwendung von -al-ma an einem anaphorisches Pronomen, das 
keinee andere Aufgabe hat, als eine Konstituente zum Zwecke der Festlegung ihrer syntaktischen Funktion 
wiederaufzunehmen,, marginal bleiben". Although Rieken does not specify what anaphoric pronoun is meant, I 
assumee that she refers to apa-. The CHD L-N p. 9 Iff . does not mention the use of apa- with -ma either. 
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Eachh time the Primary Topic is replaced by a new one. In i 36 (nuzssi tezzi) the Primary 
Topicc is the Subject, and the Secondary Topic is -ssi. The Secondary Topic is promoted to 
Primaryy Topic by means of the pronoun apa-. In the other sentences not some Topic referents 
butt referents in the Predicate Focus are promoted to Primary Topic (i 36-37: the focal 
syntagmm dametani L^MESEDl is promoted to Subject-Topic apaszd). 

Butt Topic shift alone cannot explain everything, for apa- + -al-ma also occurs when the 
(Subject-)Topicc remains the same. It might follow from Rieken's analysis that in that case 
-al-ma-al-ma marks a whole clause as a new orientation (2), or that it is a conjunction with 
contrastivee function (3). But none of this explains how apa- with -al-ma functions in the 
followingg example: 

9.55 KUB 36.104 obv. 9'-10' (OS narration, CTH 8), ed. Dardano 1997: 32-33 
9''  KUR Arzauiia mNunnu LÜ VRXJHurm[(a)]  te^sta[ (KÜ.BABBAR^/ > GUSKI(N)]  10' 
[n]atta[n]atta udai kuit uemizz[(i a-pa-)Va^-sa p[ar(na?ssa pittaizzi)] 
Inn Arzawa Nunnu was the man from Hurma (= ambassador). But he does not collect 
thee silver and gold. Whatever he finds, te (apas=a) carries (it) to his house. 

Nunnuu is the Discourse Topic of this paragraph, there are no other referents that might 
competee for Topic function, and the clause containing apa- + -a is not a digression but 
actuallyy the reason why this paragraph is written at all. The preceding relative clause prevents 
thee interpretation of -a as a contrastive conjunction, unless we assume that the relative clause 
doess not interfere with the superordinate structure of the discourse . In the latter situation the 
basicc structure would be KÜ.BABBAR?ia GUSKIN natta udai apasza parnazssa pittaizzi 
meaningg 'he does not collect the silver and gold (for the palace), (instead), he takes it to his 
house',, and the second phrase would be an elaboration of the first, explaining what he did do 
withh it. One might consider this as 'contrastive', although according to Lambrecht 1994: 291 
contrastivenesss is not a category of grammar but a conversational implicature. Let us for the 
momentt assume that -al-ma is a contrastive or adversative conjunction here. Why is it not 
simplyy attached to parnazssa'! The clause parnazssazma pittaizzi "he brings it to his 
house"house" would 'feel' better because the contrast between taking the silver and gold to the 
(implied)) palace with bringing it to his house would even become more explicit. The fact that 
thee nominative apa- is used where it does not seem to be necessary means that we have to 
lookk for another explanation besides contrast with a preceding clause. 

Summarizing,, apa- with -al-ma can signal that the Topic of the preceding clause is not 
continued,, in other words, that apa- with -al-ma is an Unestablished Topic. But there are also 
exampless of apa- with the conjunction that still indicate the Established Topic. In ex. 9.5 the 
otherr functions of -al-ma% marking a whole clause as a new orientation in the discourse or 
markingg contrast with a preceding clause, did not suit the context. However, contrast seemed 
too be possible if the preceding relative clause was left out of account. But this contrast does 
nott explain the use of the accented pronoun apas since -al-ma could have been cliticized to 
otherr noun phrases. The latter observation must be kept in mind whenever the nominative of 
apa-apa- appears. 

4122 For the terms Primary and Secondary Topic see Lambrecht 1994: 147. The Primary Topic often coincides 
withh the Discourse Topic whereas the Secondary Topic is more marginal. Still, -ssi is a Topic since the clause 
nunnun six tezzi is both about the guard in front, introduced in the relative clause, and about the one who needs to 
go--

4133 It is also possible that the relative clause is postposed to the preceding main clause. Also then -a does not 
connectt its hosting clause with the relative clause. 
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9.2.. The particle -al-ma with word scope and apa-

9.2.1.. Topic shift 

Whenn the particle -al-ma has word scope, it often indicates that there is a new Sentence Topic 
(seee section 9.1.1., category (1)). Sentence Topics, whether established or unestablished, are 
veryy often also the Subject. The first question is whether this is also true for apa-. In the next 
tabless I present the distribution of the grammatical cases of apa- with -al-ma (independent of 
thee three functions of -al-ma) and apa- with -ya: 

-al-ma -al-ma 
nom. . 
ace. . 
dat. . 
abl. . 
gen. . 

Tablee 9.2: 

-ya -ya 
nom. . 
ace. . 
dat. . 
abl. . 
Total l 

OS S 
9 9 

9 9 

Distributionn of 

OS S 
3 3 
1 1 

4 4 

MH/MS S 
10 0 
3 3 
1 1 

14 4 

grammaticall  case 

MH/MS S 
6 6 
7 7 
2 2 
3 3 
18 8 

NH H 
12 2 
6 6 

3 3 
1 1 

22 2 

off  apa- with -al-ma 

NH H 
16 6 
14 4 
5 5 

35 5 

lateNH H 
10 0 
1 1 
1 1 

1 1 
13 3 

lateNH H 
5 5 
2 2 
5 5 
2 2 
14 4 

Total l 
41 1 
10 0 
2 2 
3 3 
2 2 

58 8 

Total l 
30 0 
24 4 
12 2 
5 5 
71 1 

Tablee 9.3: Distribution of grammatical case of apa- with -ya 

Thee counts show that apa- with -al-ma is very often a nominative and therefore the Subject of 
aa clause. If we compare this with the counts on apa- with -ya where the figures of the 
nominativee and accusative (Subject and Object) are of the same order (30 versus 24), one 
mustt conclude that -al-ma indeed has something to do with the Subject and therefore probably 
alsoo with the Topic. Although ex. 9.5. shows that apa- with -al-ma not necessarily indicates a 
Subjectt or Topic shift, the Subject or Topic must somehow still be of importance (this wil l be 
discussedd in 9.4.3.). 

Sometimess apa- occurs when there are several candidates in the preceding discourse 
forr Subject-Topic-hood (see ex. 9.4). One could therefore argue that apa- is used to avoid 
referentiall  ambiguity. In the next example (already discussed as ex. 5.28) a simple nu apat 
memaimemai "he says that" would lead the Addressee to the unintended "Or if someone say this: 
"Stepp behind me", and says that: "..." ,AU. This is prevented by the occurrence of accented 
apa-: apa-: 

9.66 KUB 26.12+ ii 2-9 (lateNH oath, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 255.1), ed. Von Schuier 1957: 
24,, with emendatins from Otten 1958: 389. 
§§ 2 nasma? kan [... ] 3 nasma SE$ d[UTU-^/ $A MUNUS.LUGA]L h[assanza nasma] 
SES.MESS DUMU.MES M]jmsNA[PTA]R[T]l  anda i[stamahi] 5 nu kiA memai EGIR-

Seee also KUB 26.12+iv 13,41 (CTH 255.1). 
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an^uazmuan^uazmu tï\ia\ 6 apds^ma a-pa-a-at memai EGlR-anzuazta ÜL tiiami hantiz 
iazuazssiiazuazssi 8 ÜL tiiami t huhhupassza[zuazssP. Ü]L kishahari ... 
Örr ("if) l ] or a brother of [My Majesty], offspring or] brothers [of the Quee]n, 
lpstens]]  to sons of con[cubine]s, (and) says this (hi): "Side with me", but he says this 
insteadd (apat): "I do not step behind you, and I do not step before him, and I [do no]t 
becomee evil [against him ?]" 

Butt referential ambiguity is not the issue in ex. 9.7 with singular and plural subjects : 

9.77 KBo 20.26+ obv. 13'-17' (OS ritual, CTH 649.7A), ed. Neu 1980a: 89 
§§ I3'  [ MUNUS.MESz/̂ ]̂ .? ASARZSUNU appanzi [t?]e tienzi ta kiss[an] I4 

[S]ÏR-flt // [\-as h]alzdi ullud ulin a-pé-e-ma^sse QATAMMAz\pat] arkuuanzi q^ 
pa-a-sapa-a-sa namma kissan halzai teuiarate-x[ ...] [t]astemü uliudlind tastemü q^ 
pé-e-masssepé-e-massse QATAMM[Azpat] arkuuanzi namma halzai lama ziuiiallindia a-pé-
e-ma\zsse... e-ma\zsse... 
[Thee zm/]w/iz*-women take their place, stand (still), and [si]ng as follo[ws]. [One c]alls 
out:: ullud ulin, and they (ape=ma) pray to her in that [same] way. She then (apas=a) 
continuess calling as follows: teuiarate . . . [ . .. t\astemü uliudlind tastemü. The others 
(ape=ma)(ape=ma) pray to her in that [same] wa[y]. She furthermore calls: lama ziuiiallindia. 
Thee others (ape=ma) [pray to her in that same way.] 

Alsoo in the next example referential ambiguity is completely absent . 

9.88 KUB 1.1+ iii 61-63 (NH egodocument, Hattusili III , CTH 81), ed. Otten 1981: 22-23 
nunu $A [(SES^KA)]  62 [(nakkiianni handas)] ÜL manqa D\J-nun[ n(u IN A 
MU.VII.KA MM  dahusiiahha)] 63 \(a-pa-a-as-mazmu harkanna)} I$TU INIM DINGIR-
[(UM[(UM  UlSTU INIML Ü san(a)hta)] 
II  did not do anything out of reverence for my brother. For seven years I complied, but 
h£h£ (apas=ma, Urhi-Tessub) sought to destroy me at the command of god and the 
suggestionn of man . 

Inn example 9.9 we have both types: shift from first person to third person Subject-Topic and 
shiftt from third person to third person Subject-Topic: 

9.99 KUB 26.1 ii i 58-66 (lateNH oath, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 255.2) ed. Von Schuier 1957: 
14,, transl. CHD L-N, p. 54b 
§58AM 44 dUTU-SiSia SES.MESSSU maiqqaus 59 para SEE.MES-usszazmu meqqaies 
600 LUGAL.ME S arahzenussza meqqaus 6I summaszma kuies LUMESSAG nuzza 
parapara kuinki kuedanikki 63 uiiami a-pa-a-as-mazan SlG5-ahhi a-pa-a-as-ma 
KAXU-fi ?? duuarndi 65 nuessi INIM.ME S LUGAL  para memai mat GAM  NE$ 
DINGIR-L/MM [GAR-rw] § 
Andd I, My Majesty, have many brothers and I have many half-brothers and many 
kingss abroad. Now, you who are courtiers, (if ) I send someone (of you) out to 

4155 See also KUB 26.12+ iii 16 (CTH 255.1). 
4,66 See also KBo 6.29 ii 18 (NH edict, Hattusili III,  CTH 85), KUB 14.4 ii 10' (NH indictment, Mursili II , CTH 
70) ) 

4177 Translation follows CHD 3: 166b-167a. 
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someonee (of my brothers etc.), and that one (apas=ma) shows favor to him, so that he 
(apas-ma)(apas-ma) breaks confidence, and blurts out to him the words of the king, [let] it [be 
put]]  under divine oath. 

Thee relations between the referential expressions are elucidated in the following table: 

courtier r 
kuinkikuinki (obj.) 
-an-an (obj.) 
apaszmaapaszma (subj.) 
00 (subj.) 

brotherr etc. 
kuedanikkikuedanikki (indirect obj.) 
apaszmaapaszma (subj.) 
— — 
zssizssi (indirect obj.) 

Tablee 9.4: Referent chains in ex. 9.9 

Iff  apds were not used, the referents of the third person pronouns of the resulting clauses n?an 
SlGSlG55-ahhi-ahhi nu KAxV-is duuarndi "and he shows favor to him, and he breaks confidence ..." 
wouldd be harder to establish. It is very well possible that apa- with -ma is needed to alert the 
Addresseee that something unexpected is at hand. 

Inn all these cases there is a Subject shift and (Sentence) Topic shift. But before we 
concludee that Subject-Topic shift explains the use of apa- with -al-ma we need to compare the 
precedingg examples with the following law (already cited earlier as ex. 8.18): 

9.100 KBo 6.2 i 16-19, § 10 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 24 
§§ [(takk)]u UJ.\Jl9.LU-an kuiski hünikzi tzan istarnikzi nu apün 17 sdktdizzi 
pëdizssizmapëdizssizma LÜ.U19.LU-an pdi nu É-rizssi 18 anniskizzi kuitmdn^as lazziatta 
manzasmanzas lazziatta?ma 19 nuzsse 6 GIN KÜ.BABBAR pdi L^A.ZU ?ia kussan apas? 
patpat pai § 
Iff  anyone injures a (free) person and incapacitates him, he shall provide medical care 
forr him, while in his (the injured) place he (the guilty party) shall give a(nother) man. 
Hee (the person who has been given) shall work on his (the injured man's) estate, until 
hee (the injured one) recovers. When he recovers, he (the offender) shall pay him 6 
sheqelss and the doctor's fee, he shall pay (it) instead (of the patient)4™. 

Althoughh there are several Subject-Topic shifts in this law none of them is indicated by means 
off  apa- with -a/-ma. In the following table I list the three persons involved and their 
syntacticc roles in the discourse: 

Hoffnerr I.e.: "and shall pay the physician's fee as well". 

Alsoo Luraghi 1990: 87 discusses this law from the point of view of Topic, concentrating on the use versus 
non-usee of pronominal clitics. She assumes that the use of clitics versus omission is governed by the syntactic 
rolee of the participants when they are first introduced. The offender is introduced as a Subject-Agent (kuiski) 
andd the injured as Object-Patient (LU.U19.LU-a/i). Although Luraghi does not use the terms Primary and 
Secondaryy Topic, I believe that she wants to claim that the Primary Topic (the Subject-Agent) usually governs 
thee omission of clitics, whereas the Secondary Topic is expressed by means of clitics of different kinds (subject 
clitic,, object clitic, enclitic possessive pronoun, dative clitic). However, as she herself notes, the use of subject 
cliticss is governed by structural, not pragmatic, factors. The use of the clitic -as in clause 6 and 7 depends on 
thee fact that the verb is intransitive. It could not haven been omitted at all. With a transitive verb we would not 
havee -as, thus breaking the pattern noted by Luraghi. One of her other arguments supporting the distribution 
'Primaryy Topic & no clitics — Secondary Topic & clitics' does not hold either. She states that the third 
participantt is not referred to by means of -as in 5 in order to prevent confusion, since all clitics refer to the 
injuredd person. The problem with her argument is that anniya-lannisk- is a transitive verb, even though the 
objectt is not expressed. Only verbs that never take an Object should be considered intransitive (see Garrett 
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1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 
7 7 
8 8 
9 9 

injure d d 
LÜ.U19.LU-a«« (obj.) 
t*ant*an (obj.) 
apünapün (obj.) 
pêdizssipêdizssi (gen.) 
É-rizssiÉ-rizssi (gen.) 
kuitmankuitman z as (subj.) 
mannasmannas (subj.) 
wws ê e 
— — 

guiltyy party 
£«/'££// (subj.) 
— — 
00 (subj.) 
00 (subj.) 
— — 
— — 
— — 
00 (subj.) 
apdszpatapdszpat (subj.) 

replacement t 

LU.UI9.LU-a«(obj.) ) 
00 (subj.) 
— — 
— — 
— — 
— — 

Tablee 9.5: Referent chains in ex. 9.10 

Subject-Topicc shifts occur in clauses 5, 6 and 8 without any warning. But when looking at 
thee rest of the clauses, it becomes clear that from a semantic point of view it is not necessary 
too mark a topic shift. For example, in 4-5 'while in his place he shall give a(nother) man. He 
shalll  work on his estate' the only sensible interpretation given one's knowledge of the world 
iss that the offender does not first provide a stand-in and then goes himself to work on the 
estate,, or that the stand-in has to work on the offender's estate. 

Summarizing,, the enclitic pronouns or zero can be used when the semantics of the 
verbb force an interpretation that excludes referential ambiguity. On the other hand, apa- with 
-ma-ma can (or must?) be used when the semantics of the verb allow referential ambiguity. Thus, 
Subject-Topicc shift in isolation does not explain the use of apa-. Moreover, referential 
ambiguityy is out of the question when non-third persons are involved. 

Soo the question remains: if a Subject-Topic shift does not need to be expressed by 
meanss of apa- while apa- is in most cases connected with Subject-Topic shift, then what extra 
informationn does apa- with -a/-ma provide the Addressee with in case of Subject-Topic shift? 
Inn order to find that extra information we wil l turn to the unexpected appearance of apa- with 

 when the Subject-Topic does not change in 9.4.3. But first the other categories of the 
usee of -al-ma in connection with -al-ma wil l be discussed. 

9.2.2.. New setting or orientation in the discourse 

420 0 
Thee syntagm apez=ma marking a new setting is attested in KUB 19.13 

9.111 KUB 19.13+ i 37'-38'  (NH annals, CTH 40), ed. Gtiterbock 1956: 110 
nunu KUR URVHinariuanda v™Iuatallissa arha 38 uarnut a-ve-e-\e\z*ma*asURU 

SapidduuaSapidduua sesta 
Hee burnt down the country of Hinariwanda and Iwatallissa. But from thefrle 
(apez-ma)(apez-ma) (he went on and) slept in Sapidduwa. 

9.3.. The particle -al-ma with clause scope and apa-: a new orientation 

1990:: Chapter 3). Concluding, the fact that in this law the Object is referred to by clitics and the Subject not is 
coincidentall  and just depends on the valency of verbs used here. 

200 See also KUB 19.13+ i 34', 36'. 
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Besidess word scope the particle -al-ma can also have scope over a clause (see 9.1.1., category 
(2)),, Clauses with this type of -al-ma often contain background information that is 
supportivee to the main story line. This use of apa- with -al-ma is very rare, and there was not 
onee example in my corpus. Instead I will illustrate this use of -al-ma with apa- by means of a 
copiedd Middle (?) Hittite example: 

9.122 KUB 13.4 Hi 74-77 (pre-NH/NS instruction, CTH 364) 
mdnzmazzamdnzmazza mi MUNUS-7Y kuis seszi 75 [man]?kan MAHRIzSu LÖGAL-SU EGIR-
anan tamaszi nu memaucpat [man]?kan a-pa-a-as-ma memiiauanzi UL mazzazzi 
1111 LÜ  v v . , . „ 

nunu amssi memau nuzza uar(a)ptuzpat 
Butt if someone sleeps with a woman, [and] his head chief puts [him] under pressure, 
hee just has to tell it. But [if ] he (man apas-ma) does not dare to tell (him), he must 
telll  his colleague, and he just washes himself. 

Theree is no Topic shift which might explain the use of apa-. One would think that man 
memiyauanzi~mamemiyauanzi~ma ... would have been correct as well. Therefore the combination apa- with 
-al-ma-al-ma must indicate something else besides Topic shift or a new orientation in the discourse. 
Besidess that, the propositional content of these clauses allows a contrastive nuance. The 
rituallyy impure man does not do what he is supposed to do, which is contra the expectations of 
thee Audience. Still, one would like to know why we have man apas-ma ... instead of man 
memiyauanzi=mamemiyauanzi=ma .... 

9.4.. The particle -al-ma as adversative conjunction and apa-

Thee function of -al-ma as an adversative conjunction is already partially discussed in Chapter 
7.7.4.. in the framework of coordinated clauses (see now section 9.4.1.). A few remaining 
exampless of clauses with -al-ma in a temporal sequence are presented in 9.4.2. In 9.4.3.1 will 
discusss the attestations of apa- with -al-ma that refer to an Established Topic without contrast 
withh a preceding clause. 

9.4.1.. The particle -al-ma as adversative coordinator and apa-

Thee particle -al-ma as adversative coordinator and apa- occurs for example in ex. 9.13, 
alreadyy discussed as ex. 7.57: 

9.133 KBo 6.2 iv 14-15, § 80 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 85 
§§ takku UDU-w/z UR.BAR.RA-w kuiski pessizzi ishaszsis UZU.Ï ddi l a-va-a-sa 
KUSS UDU ddi § 
Iff  anyone abandons a sheep to a wolf, its owner shall take the meat, while he [apas-d) 
shalll  take the sheepskin. 

Bothh the Subject-Topics and the Objects are juxtaposed. The translation of -al-ma in 
coordinatee clauses is "while". 

9.4.2.. The particle -al-ma as adversative sentence connective and apa-
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Riekenn 2000: 417 cites some examples of -a/-ma with adversative function in contexts which 
excludee a Topic-switch or new orientation in the discourse. One example was already cited 
abovee as ex. 9.3, here I will present another one (Rieken cites the parallel KBo 17.43 i 3'): 

9.144 KBo 17.43 i lO'-ll ' , with duplicate KBo 17.44+ (OS ritual, CTH *649), ed. Neu 
1980a:: 105 
kêttzakêttza kêttza G[(l-an)] n huttiannai tarnaizmazan nana 
Hee draws the arrow on this side and that side, but does not release it. 

Heree we see the temporal progression which is absent in the clauses where -ai-ma functions as 
aa coordinator. This type of -al-ma one can translate with "but (then)". The adversative 
functionn with temporal progression might also explain the use of -al-ma in the following 
example: : 

9.155 IBoT 1.36 i 51-52 (MH/MS instruction, CTH 262), ed. Güterbock & Van den Hout 
1991:10-11. . 
lustaniiazmazaslustaniiazmazas ari nu GI§SUKUR 52 7777 LQ.DU8 dai a-pa-sazkan kat[t]a paizzi 
§ § 
...,, but (when) he reaches the postern he shall deposit the spear with the gatekeeper, 
while/butt then he (himself) (apas=a) walks down. 

Thee preceding discourse pictures how the guard walks through the portico while explicitly 
statingg that he keeps his spear with him. When the next setting is introduced ("But when he 
reachess the postern"), it is reasonable to expect that the next clause is about the guard, the 
spearr or both. They are both topical in the discourse and also expected to function as 
Sentencee Topics. The contrast resides in the remaining behind of the spear versus the passing 
off  the man through the gate, so the two topics and their comments are contrasted with each 
other.. If it were not for the temporal sequence (one does not first pass throught the postern 
andd then returns to deposit the spear), I would classify these two clauses as a coordinate 
structuree as explained in Chapter 7.4. 

9.4.3.. The referent of apa- + -al-ma and surprising action 

Sometimess the particle -al-ma is cliticized to a Subject-Topic that continues the preceding 
Subject-Topic,, so the noun phrase apa- with -al-ma indicates the Established Topic. The 
motivationn for the use of -al-ma could then be the marking of a digression from the main 
storyy line or marking some contrast with the preceding clause. However, the next examples 
excludee the interpretation of -al-ma both as a marker of digression or as adversative 
conjunction: : 

9.166 HKM  6 obv. 4-10 (MH/MS letter, Tudhaliya OI, CTH 199), ed. Alp 1991: 128-129 
44 kasazua LUKÜR uit 5 nuzuazza VRUHaparan inissan 6 tamasta lJRXiKasipuran^ 
mazuazkanmazuazkan 7 këz tamasta a-pa-a-as-ma421 zua? kan istarna arha uit nammaz 
wa<rz>aswa<rz>as kuuapi pait nuzuarzas ÖL IDl 

-ma-ma is not present in Alp's transliteration, but drawn in his hand copy. 
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"Thee enemy just arrived. He besieged the city of Hapara in that manner (as earlier 
described),, but Kasipura he besieged from this side. He (then), surprisingly. 
(apas=ma)(apas=ma) came right through. Where he went next, I have no idea." 

Thee particle -al-ma cannot indicate a topic shift, the clause containing it is not a digression 
butt continues the narration, and it is rather farfetched to see any contrast with the preceding 
action.. The main message of this letter is that the enemy somehow got through while 
coveringg his tracks. Since it was already known where the enemy was, his passing through 
andd disappearance is a quite unexpected turn in the narration. I have indicated this by means 
of'surprisingly'. . 

AA very interesting example of apa- with -al-ma occurs in the Barga dispute. After 
Abiraddaa bans the enemy of the king from his country (KBo 3.3+ i 10-11, ex. 9.17), the text 
continuess with 'he came to the land of Hatti'. In this case one could think (that is, we could) 
thatt the enemy would have fled to Hatti to subject himself, since changing sides was not very 
uncommon.. This interpretation would mean that the Subject-Topic had changed, with further 
supportt from apas-ma. However, the rest of the story shows that it must have been Abiradda 
whoo went to the king. So even in a context where apa- with -ma could have been used to 
indicatee a Subject-Topic shift, it does not: 

9.177 KBo 3.3+ i 7-11 (NH edict, Mursili II , CTH 63), ed. Klengel 1963: 33 
uêrztnauêrztna mTetteis 8 mEN-urtass?a ITTI dUTU-&  kururiiahhir 9 mAbiraddas?ma ISTU 
$A$A dUTV-Sl tiiat I0 W k an "EN-urtan $A dUTU-.f/ LÜKÜR KUR-az " arha uatkunut 
a-pa-a-as-maa-pa-a-as-ma IN A KUR mi}lHATTI n ITTI dUTU-fr uit 
Butt thereupon Tette and EN-urta became hostile towards My Majesty. Abiradda 
however,, stood at the side of My Majesty and expunged EN-urta, the enemy of My 
Majestyy from (his) country. He (then), surprisingly, (i.e., Abiradda, apas=ma) came 
intoo the land of Hatti to My Majesty. 

Thee Subject-Topic is the same as in the preceding clause, there is no digression and the clause 
iss not contrasted with the preceding clause. As in ex. 9.16, the action of Abiradda is 
surprising.. One should expect that someone who just has beaten the leaders of his country 
shouldd stay there and establish his own leadership. Instead, he leaves his country to go to 
Hattii  in order to request from the king control over the city Iyaruwadda which had been given 
too the grandfather of Tette. 

Whenn discussing ex. 9.5 I observed that the occurrence of -al-ma could not be 
explainedd by any of its three uses if the subordinate clause was treated as a having equal 
weightt as a main clause from the point of view of topic continuance and discourse 
connectivity.. On the other hand, option 3 {-al-ma as contrastive conjunction) was possible in 
ex.. 9.5 if the subordinate clause was not taken into account at all. Only if one is allowed to 
skipp the subordinate clause the particle -al-ma might be a contrastive conjunction. The 
problemm is that Hittite subordinate clauses are not yet studied from the viewpoint of discourse 
structuree and topic continuance. As a result there are no means to solve this problem. But 
whetherr the subordinate clause may be neglected or not, like in ex. 9.16 and 9.17 Nunnu's 
actionn (in ex. 9.5.) is quite unexpected and must have been surprising. One does not expect a 
taxx collector to keep the taxes for private purposes. 

Thee following Old Hittite example is more ambiguous because we can now also have 
Topicc switch besides surprising action (see also ex. 9.2): 

9.188 KBo 3.22 rev. 76-78, with duplicate KUB 36.98b rev. 6' (OS Narration, Anitta, CTH 
l),ed.. Neul974: 14-15 
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766 man appazma VR{}Nêsa [uuan(un)] nu LU ^RViPurushanda kattizmmi 
[(pëhutenun)][(pëhutenun)] 78 man tunnakisna z ma paizzi a-p\(a-a-sa)] përa^mmit kunnaz 
ee sari (end of text) 
Butt when I came back to Nesa, I brought the man of Purushanda with me. Now, when 
hee goes into the inner chamber, he (apas=a) sits before me at my right. 

Iff  the subordinate clause should be taken into account one notices two things. The Subject-
Topicc of the apa- clause is the same as the Subject-Topic of the subordinate clause, thus 
excludingg Topic shift, and -al-ma cannot be an adversative or contrastive conjunction. But the 
apa-apa- clause is neither a digression from the main narration. None of the functions attributed 
too -al-ma apply. 

Onee can also skip the subordinate clause. In that case the subordinate clause is just 
somee background information needed to help the Addressee understand what the main clause 
iss about. The Subject-Topic is now different ( T versus 'he') so -al-ma might indicate a 
Topicc shift. 

Inn the next example the situation is different: 

9.199 KUB 14.4 ii 8'- l l '  (NH plea, Mursili II , CTH 70), ed. De Martino 1998: 25, 33-34. 
nunu DINGIR.ME S ÜL uskatteni nuzssi apiiania ÜL kuitki memahhun apaddanz 
kankan ser assuli hannaün l apaszma KAxU#lA-us anda hamanakta nu ÜLzia 
kuitkuit  "  iian êsta a-pa-a-as-ma zatzta? kkan para pesta 
Doo you gods not see that also then I did not say anything to her? On that occasion I 
judgedd favorably. She however, tied the mouths. What was even not made, she 
(apas=ma)(apas=ma) handed it over to you (sg.). 

Besidess indicating a Topic shift the first apa- with -ma (ii 10') also occurs in a clause with a 
contrastivee action and thus behaves as expected in the framework of Rieken 2000 and the 
CHD.. The second apa- + -ma is however different. In this situation one should choose to 
ignoree the relative clause. Although the relative clause does not mention the queen one should 
nott treat apas=ma as Unestablished Topic. The indefinite non-agent neuter Subject kuit is not 
aa very likely candidate for Sentence Topic-hood, so apas-ma does not indicate a Topic shift. 
Furthermore,, the clause 'she handed it over to you' is not in any way contrastive with the 
precedingg main clause, excluding the third meaning of -al-ma as adversative conjunction. The 
resultingg problem cannot be solved unless we turn again to the suggestion that apa- with -al-
mama indicates surprising action. In ex. 9.19 the action performed by the queen is utterly 
surprising:: how can one give something away which does not exist yet? Also, in ex. 9.18 the 
actionn in the apa- clause is quite unexpected since a conquered enemy generally does not 
occupyy the seat of a favorite of the king. 

Moree surprising behavior of the referent of apa- is seen in Hattusili's Apology 

9.200 KUB 1.1+ iii 78 - iv 3 (NH egodocument, Hattusili III , CTH 81), ed. Otten 1981: 22-
23 3 

nn Parsing follows partially Hoffner 1983: 191 (apaszmaztazkan) and partially De Martino 1998: 34 n. 117 
(apds(apds e ma z at z a s= kan). 
233 See also the comparable but broken KUB 14.16 ii i 32 (CTH 61 II) : (I wrote to the people of Puranda: 
"...Handd over to me my subjects! ...") a-pu-u-usJma EGIR- â kissa[n hatrair 'But thev. surprisingly, 
[wrote]]  back as foll[ows:] ("...we will not return them to you"). 
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[(kinunazasztnuzkan[(kinunazasztnuzkan s)]ul[(liiat  k)]uit nzan[(*mu)] [(DINGIR.ME S DI-
esnaza)(katterrahhir)]esnaza)(katterrahhir)] 'v [(nu)]sssi GJM-an kê INIM.ME S uatarnahhun 2 ehuzua 
a-pa-a-as-ma?kana-pa-a-as-ma?kan VRVMarassa[(ntiiaza arha par(a)sta)] 3 nzas INA  KUR UGU-77 
uit uit 
Givenn the fact that he now started to fight me, the gods let him lose the legal dispute 
fromm me. When I ordered him these words: "Come!", he, surprisingly, (apas=ma) 
fledd from Marassantiya and went to the Upper Land. 

Urhi-Tessubb flees after Hattusili orders him to come. Hattusili expresses by means of 
apas-maapas-ma that the Subject-Topic acts contrary to what is expected from him. 

Theree is another surprising action in ex. 9.21 (already discussed as 8.46): 

9.211 KBo 16.47 obv. l '-3 '  (MH/MS treaty, CTH 28), ed. Otten 1967: 56. 
Urasz]aUrasz]a Müd[am]ut[asissza] karü ammel es[er] [man? m]Hühazalmas ? a 

kürurkürur  êpta a-pé-e-ma J mu J kan [EGlR-an arha na]ïr nzatzza apël kïsantat 
Noww the cities [Ura] (and) Mudamutasi were mine in the past. But [when] Huhazalma 
becamee hostile, they (ape=ma) [defectjed [from] me. They became his (instead). 

Thee contrast is not part of the ape=ma clause but of the following one: 'Now the cities [Ura] 
(and)) Mudamutasi were mine in the past' versus 'They became his (instead)'. 

Inn later Hittite we have 

9.222 KUB 26.1 i 56-60 (lateNH oath, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 255.2), ed. Von Schuier 1957: 
10-11 1 
§§ [nasma dUTU-̂ / k]uedanikki kuinki [memian auan katt\a memahhi n^anz 
zazanzkanzazanzkan piran [uatarn']ahmi lezuarzanzzazan kuedanikki [para] 
memattimematti nzanzza^an kuitman apël [UD-za?] arha pêdai a-pa-a-as-mazanz 
zazanzazan [par]d memdi nzatzsiizat [GAM] NE$ DINGIR-L/ M  kittaru§ 
[Orr (if)]I , [My Majesty,] confide some [affair] to [s]omeone, and I [order] him 
beforehand:: "Do not [rev]eal it to anyone!" until his [death (lit . [day])] carries him 
away,, but he (apas=ma) [re] veals it, let it be put under the Oaths of the Gods for him. 

Heree the expected behavior is explicitly mentioned. But instead of not breaking confidence 
thee courtier does break it. 

Withh the next example we enter the field of contrastive Topics. Now not only the 
actionn of releasing from garrison might be unexpected given the usual practice, but there 
mightt also be some contrast between regular help troops and the persons described here: 'the 
helpp troops are garrisoned, but they are released'. The only thing which prevents the 
contrastivee Topic interpretation is the fact that the clauses are not coordinated. A comparable 
problemm was noted at ex. 9.15. 

9.233 KBo 6.28 rev. 25-27 (NH edict, Hattusili III , CTH 88), ed. Götze 1930: 54 
ANAANA NARARI LVK\JRZ ma?at i[iant]aru  26 man LÜ.MES NA«RA»RI asa[n]dulanzi q^ 
pu-u-uszpu-u-usz ma[ arh]a tarnandu INA  KARAS[? ma z sma]s uedumas KIN lê êszi 
Butt they (the men from the Pirwa house) must [go] as help (against) the enemy. If 
thee auxiliary men are on garrison duty, they (on the other hand) (apus=ma) must be 
released.. Let there be no construction work [for th]em in the army camp. 
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9.5.. Summary and conclusions 

Inn 9.5.1. I wil l summarize the results from the preceding sections, after  which I wil l present 
apa-apa- with -al-ma as the Unestablished Topic in the framework of Lambrecht 1994 (9.5.2.). 
Inn view of these results I will finally discuss some difficul t or  ambiguous examples in section 
9.5.3. . 

9.5.1.. Summary and conclusions 

Thee point of departure for  the study of apa- with -al-ma was whether  its occurrence could be 
explainedd on the basis of the three uses of -al-ma as established by Rieken 2000 ((1) marking 
aa new Topic, Setting or  Digression (section 9.2.), (2) marking a clause as a new orientation 
(sectionn 9.3.), (3) marking some kind of contrast with the preceding clause (section 9.4.)). 
Althoughh some attestations of apa- with -al-ma fell within these three groups, a large number 
couldd not be explained. 

Thee use of apa- with -al-ma in exx. 9.16 and 9.17 (and 9.18-9.23) occurred in 
contextss where the action undertaken by the Established Subject-Topic was highly surprising 
(9.4.3.).. At the end of 9.2.1. I concluded that Subject-Topic shift was not necessarily 
accompaniedd by apa- with -al-ma because the context often provided the clues for  finding the 
correctt  Subject-Topic. The question therefore was what extra information had to be part of 
thee meaning of apa- with -al-ma. If the extra information is 'surprising action performed by 
thee Subject-Topic' then the examples in section 9.2.1. should exhibit this feature too. This is 
indeedd the case in exx. 9.6, 9.8 and 9.9. In ex. 9.8 the actions of Urhi-Tessub are higly 
unexpectedd because Hattusili was very kind to him for  seven years. What one should expect 
afterr  such behavior, according to Hattusili , is that he would be well treated himself: 'I  do 
nothingg evil so I expect good treatment. But what does he do? To my surprise he tries to 
destroyy me!' In 9.8 the actions described of the brothers etc. of the king and the courtier  are 
nott  supposed to happen at all. If the king sends a courtier  out to one of his relatives he, first , 
doess not expect that his relative shows favor  to one of his courtiers, and secondly, he certainly 
doess not expect that the courtier  breaks confidence in reaction to that. In ex. 9.6 the reaction 
off  the one addressed by a relative of the king us also unexpected in the light of what has been 
saidd before. Only ex. 9.7 is hard to explain from the point of view of surprising action. 

Alsoo when -al-ma marked a new, more or  less contrastive orientation in the discourse 
(sectionn 9.3) it could not be explained why the nominative apas was used. The solution is 
againn the notion of surprising action of the Subject-Topic. 

Still ,, one needs to take into account that sometimes the context does not provide 
enoughh clues to find the intended Subject-Topic as in exx. 9.4, 9.6 and possibly 9.9. In exx. 
9.44 and 9.6 the verbs belong to the same semantic field so one could expect continuance of 
thee Subject-Topic (he says ..., and then he says . . .). It therefore seems that apa- is not used 
eachh time the Subject-Topic shifts, but only when that shift is accompanied by verbs that 
couldd create confusion. When the verb itself guides the Addressee in finding the intended 
referentt  of the (shifted) Topic apa- does not have to be used (ex. 9.10). 

Too conclude this section, apa- with -al-ma indicates either  (1) that the Subject-Topic 
hass shifted when the context would lead to Topic continuance in ambiguous contexts or  (2) it 
indicatess that the action undertaken by the Subject-Topic, shifted or  not, is surprising in view 
off  the context. In the latter  situation there does not need to be a contrast with the preceding 
clause.. This use of -al-ma indicating surprise without necessary contrast with a previous 
clausee is not covered by Rieken but seems to occur  rather  often with apa- (though the CHD 
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doess not mention even a single phrase with apa- + -ma). However, if one understands the 
notionn 'contrast' not as indicating semantic contrast with the preceding clause but as 
contrastingg with a certain behavior which could be expected given some cultural or general 
presuppositionss then one may indeed classify the particle -al-ma as an adversative 
conjunction.. Thus, the particle -al-ma with apa- does not simply mark the Subject-Topic in 
isolationn as being somehow unexpected, it marks the relation between the Subject-Topic and 
thee action as not established. In Lambrecht's framework (1994) apa- with -al-ma is the 
UnestablishedUnestablished Topic. 

9.5.2.. The pronoun apa- with -al-ma indicates the Unestablished Topic 

Lambrechtt 1994: 328 presents an nice example of some surprising action (his ex. 5.85): 

9.244 The American travel writer Paul Theroux once defined an Englishman as someone 
whoo apologizes if YOU tread on HIS foot. To extend the analogy, a Frenchman could 
bee defined as someone who expects you to apologize if HE treads on YOUR foot. 

Thee Topic 'he' is accented, not because there is a topic shift but because in this particular 
messagee the relationship between the elements in the clause is not expected, with the result 
thatt the Topic has to be considered as Unestablished. In Lambrecht's words (o.c. 331) "... the 
contrastivenesss effect conveyed in (5.85) is a consequence of the unusual state of affairs 
described".. This accurately describes the situation in many of the examples cited above. 
Thus,, both in English and in Hittite one uses an accented pronoun if in an unusual state of 
affairss the relationship between the (Subject-)Topic and comment is not yet established. 
Theree is some sort of discontinuity in the pragmatic relations in the clause and in relation to 
generall  and cultural knowledge. Ex. 9.24, paraphrased as 'Someone steps on your foot. 
Whereass others would have apologized, he expects you to do so' is for example matched by 
whatt is implied in ex. 9.20 'I order him to come. But whereas others would have come, he ran 
away'.. In such cases the unestablished Topic may also be described as an implicitly 
contrastivecontrastive Topic (see sections 2.2.3.2.1., 2.3.3.3.2. and 3.3.2.). 

So,, how should one proceed if one encounters apa- with -aJ-mal First, one should 
realizee that somehow the combination of this specific Subject-Topic with this specific VP or 
commentt should not be taken for granted. In order to find what type of unexpectedness one is 
dealingg with one should next look at the preceding clause. When for example the verb of the 
precedingg clause belongs to the same semantic field as the verb of the apa- clause, one could 
comee to expect Topic continuance. But if the Subject-Topic is not continued, then the 
accentedd pronoun apa- needs to be used. Thus, apa- with -al-ma indicates Topic shift. 

Iff  on the other hand the predicates do not cause referential ambiguity and/or the Topic 
doess not shift, one should try to imagine the most logical reaction on the state of affairs 
describedd in the preceding clause. This reaction should be based on general and cultural 
knowledge.. If instead another action is described that goes against what one could expect 
givenn general or cultural knowledge, then the Speaker may (or must?) use apa- with -al-ma. 
Off  course, our knowledge of the Hittite world can never compete with that of a Hittite, so we 
shouldd not expect to understand each occurrence of apa- with -al-ma. 

9.5.3.. Difficul t and ambiguous cases 
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Theree were several attestations of apa- with -al-ma which I could not use in the preceding 
discussionn because I either did not understand the text itself or because there was some 
ambiguity.. Here I will try to solve these difficulties with the procedure described at the end 
off  9.5.2. 

First,, a broken Old Hittite example: 

9.255 KBo 3.22 rev. 68-72 (OS 'building inscription', Anitta, CTH 1), ed. Neu 1974: 14-15 
gg 68 U R U ^ V ^  ANA L Ü vKvgaiatiuara424 E(G\R-pan arha pait)} 69 n u 

URUDIDLI ;:5iy[ (( lukkit apüssza an)da o-o-o-o-o-o-o] \JRV-riia[s h{ulalessar z 
setset I L/MI V ME ÉRIN.MES)]  71 nu XL Sl[MTI (ANSE.KUR.RA.HI.A KU)BABBAR? 

GUSKIN?? ...]  n a-pa-sa425 [{huittitti  szas iiannes)] § 
Butt Ne[sa] passed behind [the man of Salatiwara] and set his cities on fire. Them too 
(?)) [...]. The protection of the city was 1400 troops. 40 couples of horses, sil[ver and 
gold(?)) . . . ], but he surprisingly (apas=a) withdrew and went (away). 

Thee context is not too clear, but given the fact that apas-a in combination with the rest of the 
clausee might indicate surprising action, one could imagine that the man of Salatiwara 
withdreww despite the fact that his (own?) city was very well protected. 

9.266 KBo 3.3+ i 26-31 (NH edict, Mursili II , CTH 63), ed. Klengel 1963: 34 
§§ man ÜLzma kuitmanzza Iiaruuaddan URU-an dUTU-5/ ndui tar(a)hmi 
nunu DUMU mTette nasma SES mTette piran uahnuuanzi nu mTetten ku[(enz)]i 
nasmazannasmazan êpzi nzanzmu para p[di] a-pa-a-as-ma memai ARAD dUTU-$I z ua ? 
azaz 1 kazpat pëdi [(êsmi)] nuzssizssan dUTU-S/ [VRVIaruu(attan URU)]-an 
arhaarha ÜL dahhi 
Butt if not, as long as My Majesty has not yet conquered the city Iyaruwadda, and the 
sonn or brother of Tette switches sides and kill s Tette, or he arrests him and ha[nds] him 
overr to me, but he surprisingly (apas-ma) speaks: "I shall be a servant to My 
Majesty,, right here, on the spot!", then I, My Majesty, shall not take the city 
[Iaruw]attaa away from him. 

Thee one who is expected to talk to the king is the son (or brother) of Tette since he has just 
handedd over his father (or brother) to the king. If in that situation the Subject-Topic is 
expressedd by means of an accented pronoun, then the Addressee should be alerted that 
somethingg unexpected wil l follow. The first possibility is Topic switch: Tette suddenly and 
surprisinglyy subjects himself to the king. The other possibility is that the relative of Tette 
surprisinglyy subjects himself to the Hittite king. But is that so surprising? I think that 
submissionn is what one would expect when you kil l or hand over your relatives to a hostile 
king.. Therefore the first option is more likely. This is supported by what follows after the 
directt speech. The king states that in that case he shall not take away the city from him. 
However,, the city was in the hands of Tette at that time, and not in the hands of either his 
brotherr or his son (see i 6-7), therefore Tette must be the referent of apa-. 

Thee restorations are highly uncertain. 

BB 15': a-pa-as-sa. The NH duplicate shows the coordinator -ya instead of -a. This means that copied New 
Hittitee texts with -ia after a consonant are not very reliable, because the original Old Hittite or Middle Hittite 
originall  might have had -a. 
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Thee following example is contextually clear, but the reason for the use of -al-ma 
escapess me. Is it somehow surprising that the guard of the outside passes behind the 
defendant? ? 

9.277 IBoT 1.36 iii 16-22 (MH/MS instruction, CTH 262), ed. Giiterbock & Van den Hout 
1991:24-25 5 
arahziziazazarahziziazaz kuis LUME$EDI harzi mahhanzma sarkantin tamain uuatezzi § 18 

nunu ANA GAL MESEDÏ kuiês 2 BELUTI EGlR-an aranta n?at sarkanti 19 andurza 
tapusatapusa iianta arahza^ma^az kuis L^MESEDI harzi 20 masta mahhan sarkantin 
ANAANA L^M¥ÈMESEDUTIM handdnzi 21 a-pa-sazkan sarkantin EGIR-a/i arha paizzi 22 

n^asn^as sarkanti arahza ZAG-az iiannai 
Andd as for the guard who holds the outside: when he brings in another defendant, two 
officialss who stand behind the chief-of-guards walk beside the defendant on the inside, 
whilee the guard who holds the outside, when they line up the defendant away from the 
guards,, he (apas=a) passes behind the defendant. He walks on the outside of the 
defendantt on the right. 

Theree are also some examples of apa- which may or may not be followed by -a. For 
example,, has a-pa-sa-az to be parsed as apas^az or as apaszazz? 

9.288 IBoT 1.36 ii 29-31 (MH/MS instruction, CTH 262), ed. Giiterbock & Van den Hout 
1991:16-17 7 
299 nuzssitkan mdh[ha]n Ll^M^MESEDI DUMU.MES.É.GALs/a handdntari 30 nu 
GIgGU.ZAA  ANA L[V.G\J]ZA para pdi a-pa-sa-az GISsUKUR 31 ddi 
Whenn the bodyguards and the palace attendants are lined up with him, he hands over 
thee stool to the man-of-the-stool, while he himself {apas-a) takes the spear. 

Itt seems to me that this example is rather similar to ex. 9.15, with the possibility that it 
belongss actually in chapter 7. Even more than ex. 9.15 it looks like a coordinate structure. 

Inn the following Middle Hittite text the actions of Mida are not what one would expect 
sincee breaking a divine oath was quite dangerous in the Hittite religious context426: 

9.299 KUB 23.72+ rev. 2-3 (MH/MS treaty, CTH 146) 
kdsakdsa mMltas uasta[skit nuzkan? SAPAL NlS DINGIR.MES]  3 kue udddr tiid[n]  êsta 
a-pa-a-as-ata-pa-a-as-at g kan hümanta sarras 
Look,, Mita [regularly] sin[ned]. The stipulations that were put [under oath], he_ 
surprisinglyy broke them (apas=a=at) all. 

Thee particle -a/~ma is very often attested with the nominative of apa-. Only rarely does it 
occurr with another case . One of the few examples of non-subject apa- with -ma is the 
followingg excerpt from an text discussing the defeat of Urhi-Tessub: 

9.300 KBo 6.29 ii 31-35 (NH edict, Hattusili III , CTH 85), ed. Götze 1925: 50-51 

4266 See also KUB 14.1 rev. 49 (MH/MS indictment, CTH 147). 
4277 See also KUB 14.1 obv. 48 (MH/MS indictment, CTH 147), KBo 5.9 iii 24 (NH treaty, CTH 62). 
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nuzssinuzssi kattan EG\K-pa kuedani mehuni arhun BAD-essar SA GIŜ  40 
gipessargipessar 33 katïa uit a-pu-u-umma dlSTAR mv$amuha GASAN?K4 34 KU6-un 

I C C 

GIM-anGIM-an \ hüpalaza EGIR-pa istapta nzan ishiiat ntanzmu para pesta 
Att the time I reached him, a wooden wall of 40 gipessar came down, and Istar of 
Samuha,, my Lady, caught him (apun-ma) like a fish in a net, bound him, and handed 
himm over to me! 

Itt would have been possible to use n-an instead of apun=ma, but in view of the results in this 
chapterr I suggest that apun-ma is used to express the surprising way Urhi-Tessub fell in the 
handss of Hattusili. 
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